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Welcome to the new edition of Let’s Make Math Fun.
In this edition we send the kids around the world in more ways than just one! We start with the
classic classroom game of ‘Around the World’ and suggest ways to use this game that you
may not have considered before. We also do some traveling as we look at some popular math
games from around the world. Triangles and secret codes also feature heavily but not at the
same time.
The printables section is loaded with games ready for you print and use. There are 4 ‘Bump’
board games to practice different skills, two more games of I Have Who Has…? that focus on
place value and a strategy game of Tigers and Leopards. Please enjoy and remember to share
this mag with others who are interested in making math fun for kids!
Till next time!
Teresa
Cover Graphic Info [2011] Mijat Mijatovicfrom
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Around the World
This is a classic math game that involves the whole class or a
large group. It can be used to practice a variety of math skills
(and also non math skills). Many readers will be familiar with
this game but there are some varieties that you may not have
considered using in your classroom.

The basic game is described below.
The students sit in a circle and one is selected to start. This student stands behind the next
student. The teacher then shows a flash card to be answered or gives an oral problem. These
first two students compete to give the correct answer first. The one who does this then moves
to stand behind the next student and the process is repeated. This process continues until at
least one student makes it completely around the circle.
Now here are some of the many different areas of math that you can use in the game ‘Around
the World’.
Basic Facts – Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division
Basic facts with +, -, x or ÷ can be shown on flashcards or called out by the teacher.

Mixed Equations
The teacher can create flashcards or write equations with two operations. These can be as
simple or as complex as the ability of the students dictate,
e.g. 3 x 4 – 5
(8 + 12) ÷ 5
Place Value
Flashcards can be show with pictorial representations of base ten blocks using tens and ones
or hundreds, tens and ones. The students then give the number that is represented.
These cards can also give expanded numbers for children to identify the given number,
e.g. 500 + 70 + 4 - or mix them up to make them slightly more difficult – 30 + 8 + 200.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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Another place value version is to have 5, 6 and 7 digits number on flashcards. Show the
number and then ask, ‘How many hundreds does this number have?’ (or tens, thousands, ten
thousands etc)

Fractions
Cards can be show with a pictorial representation of a fraction and students can identify the
fraction represented or students can be asked to calculate a fraction of a given number,
e.g. ¼ of 12.
Decimals
Reinforce understanding of decimals with a game of ‘Around the World’. Numbers with
decimals can be written on cards and students can be asked to round the number to the
nearest whole number (or to the nearest tenths number).
Rounding Off
In this version, students can be shown a number on a flashcard and then asked to round it off
to the nearest ten or hundred or thousand.
Percentages
This game can also be used to practice calculating percentages of a given number or an
amount of money, e.g. 75% of 80 or 60% of $5.
Time
Use a toy clock and move the hands to a different time on each turn. Students identify the
time. Time flashcards are also available but these may not be large enough for everyone in the
class to view them.

Money
Flashcards with pictorial representations of money can be used or you can use toy money and
show different amounts each time and have the students calculate the amount.
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Well as you can see, there are many different ways that your students can travel ‘Around the
World’.

You can create flashcards on the computer or by hand drawing them. If you create your own,
you may like to laminate them for durability.

There are also many different commercial sets available. Flash Cards are a great investment
as once you have a set you can use them again and again year after year.

Subtraction Flash Cards

Division Flash Cards

Let’s Make Math Fun
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Math Games from Around the World
The game described on the previous pages ‘Around the World’, doesn’t really involve any
travel or study of foreign cultures but you can add an international flavor to math classes by
introducing a few games from other cultures. This can be very rewarding as not only is it a
novel way to improve math skills but students can also immerse themselves in different
cultures as they research the history of these games. They can also exercise their design skills
as they create their own game boards. Here are a few games to get you started.
Mancala
Mancala is a game from Africa but versions are also played in India, Sri Lanka, Indonesia and
other countries. Different versions of the game go by different names, including Oware and
Bao. The game is played with stones, seeds or beads on a board with depressions of 6 x 2
rows. At each end is a bowl. It is a game for 2 players.
There are commercial games available but children can create their own with an empty egg
carton being the perfect shape for the game. You will also require a small bowl at each end.
You will find many different sets of rules but I have included basic games rules here.
1. Place 3 beads in each of the 12 holes of the egg carton.
2. The carton is placed between the players and each player has a bowl to the right.
Player 1 sits here.
Player 2’s bowl

Player 1’s bowl

Player 2 sits here.

3. The first player picks up all of the beads from one of the holes on his side and moving
counter-clockwise, the player drops one bead into each hole until all of the beads that were
picked up have been dropped.
4. If the player comes to their bowl on the end, they drop one piece in it. If the player comes to
their opponent's bowl they skip over it and do not drop a bead into the bowl.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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5. If a player drops their last bead into their own bowl, they have another turn.
6. If the last bead that they drop is in an empty hole on their side, they pick up that bead and
any beads on their opponent’s opposite side and drop them into their own bowl.
7. The game continues in this way with players taking turns to pick up beads from one hole on
their side and drop them one by one. The game ends when one player has no beads left on
their side.
8. The player who still has beads on their side picks up all of these beads and places them in
their bowl.
9. The winner is the player who now has the most beads in their bowl.
Tigers and Leopards
This game from Thailand is also know as ‘Len Choa’. It is played on a triangular board where
one player is the tiger with one marker and the other player is the leopards with 6 markers.
The game board is draw as shown but I have created a printable version in this magazine.
Click Here for a Printable Board Game for Tigers and Leopards

Instructions for Tigers and Leopards
One player is a tiger and has one Tiger Marker. The other player is the leopard and has 6
Leopard Markers. The tiger moves from circle to circle on a turn or jumps over a leopard and
removes it. The leopards move from circle to circle but cannot jump over a tiger or capture it.
The tiger player goes first and places the Tiger Marker at the top of the triangle.
The leopard player goes next and places a Leopard Marker on any circle on the board.
The tiger player now moves from circle to adjoining circle on a turn.
The leopard places a Leopard Marker on the board on each turn until all 6 have been placed.
Players continue to take turns with the tiger moving from circle to circle or jumping over a
leopard and capturing it and leopards moving one marker to an adjoining circle on each turn.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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The Tiger wins if it captures 3 of the Leopards. The Leopard wins if it surrounds the Tiger so
that it can’t move on its turn.

Neither of these games are purely math games but both involve using strategy and help
children to develop thinking skills. There is so much that children can gain from playing such
games and many different ways that you can use the games.
Here are some ideas for using the games.


Have children research the games and find the history of the games. They can find how
the games are played, where the games are played, find these places on a map and
research how the original games were played.



Children can make their own version of the game. Egg cartons, beads and bowls are
ideal for making a Mancala game. The Tigers and Leopards game board can be drawn
on card or a printable version of Tigers and Leopards is available here.



Children can play against each other in the classroom and a tournament can be held to
find the ‘Class Champ’.



Children can make their own game and take it home to play with their parents, siblings
or friends. Teaching the game to someone else is also a great activity for children.

Commercial versions of Mancala are also available in different sizes.

Mancala (Folding Set)

Let’s Make Math Fun
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Fun with Triangles
The humble triangle lends itself to many different mathematical activities. Here are some
activities and games that are based around triangles.
Matchstick Triangle Puzzles
Want to really challenge them and get them thinking? Give them a match stick puzzle involving
triangles. Here are a few to try. Solutions are on page 12
Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 1

Start with the shape above. Remove 4 matches to leave 3 triangles.
Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 2
Start with the shape above. Remove 3 matches to leave 3 triangles.
Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 3

It is easy to use 9 matches to make 3 triangles as above.
Can you use 9 matches to make 4 triangles?
Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 4
Can you use 9 matches to make 5 triangles?

Let’s Make Math Fun
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Triangle Shapes Puzzles
There are many different puzzles that involve counting the number of triangles in a given
shape. At first children may think the answer is simple and obvious but they will need to look
carefully to get the correct answer.
Here is one puzzle to get you started. You can also have children create their own puzzle to
share with others.
How many triangles can you count in this shape? The solution is given on the following page.

Triangle Collage
Give children a sheet with a variety of triangles of different sizes and types. Children can color
the shapes and then cut them out. Have the children design a picture with the shapes and glue
them onto paper to form the picture. Next they can label their picture telling what it is and
counting how many triangles they have used to create the picture. For example, the label
might read I made a pirate ship
with 14 triangles.
If the children are familiar with different types of triangles, they can count how many of each
type of triangle they have used.
I made a pirate ship.
I used
5 scalene triangles
7 equilateral triangles
and 6 isosceles triangles.

Let’s Make Math Fun
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Triangle Sorting
When children have a concept of what a triangle is, they can start to look at the different
properties of triangles and classify them. Give children a sheet with a variety of triangles in
different sizes and ask children to cut them out and sort them into groups.
Allow them to choose the attributes that they use to sort them into groups. Have them explain
the properties that they have used to group them and introduce the terms, equilateral,
isosceles and scalene when children form groups of these triangles.
What’s the Angle?
Once students are familiar with the terms equilateral, isosceles and scalene, introduce the
terms right (angle) triangle, acute triangle and obtuse triangle. Have large, colored triangles cut
out of card with each one labeled with a number. Label the angels on each triangle with a, b, c.
a
b
a
1
c

2
c

a
3
c

b

b

Using a right angle cut or torn from the corner of a piece of paper, children can compare their
right angle to each corner of each triangle and then record the type of angle for each, e.g.
1a obtuse
1b obtuse
1c obtuse
Solution to Matchstick Triangle Puzzles
Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 1

Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 3

Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 2

Matchstick Triangle Puzzle 4

Solution to Triangle Shape Puzzle - 12 triangles
Let’s Make Math Fun
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Do You Need Games for Reading and Phonics?
The Rainbow Reading Games Collection is the FUN Way to Learn to Read!
8 ebooks of Reading Games and Phonics Games
Now Available at www.kids-reading-games.com

Board Games

Card Games

Bingo Games

Domino Games

Over 200 Printable Reading Games

Including games for Phonics, Rhyming, Letter Patterns, Prefixes, Suffixes, Synonyms, Antonyms,
Compound Words, Contractions, Plurals, Homonyms and more!
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Secret Codes Make Math Fun
There is always an element of mystery and intrigue surrounding a secret code and this is
definitely something that you can use to your advantage when teaching math.
There are many different ways to use secret codes in math and I have outlined a few below.
Name Codes
One simple code can be created by writing the alphabet across the board or across a sheet of
paper and then writing a numerical value below each number.
A basic code could use small numbers only.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3

S
4

T
5

U V W X
1 2 3 4

Y
5

Z
1

For students ready to add larger number you could use the standard code below.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
For advanced students larger numbers could be used or you could use random decimal
numbers, e.g.
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y

Z

0.3 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.1

Once the code has been selected, ask children to calculate the value of their name. Compare
the value of everyone’s name. Whose name has the highest value? Lowest value?
Letter Codes
Another challenging use of codes is to replace digits with letters in an equation and have
children determine which letter represents which digit.
Ask children how many different solutions they can find for each of these.

A B
+ A C
B A

Let’s Make Math Fun
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Secret Code Math
One of my favorite uses of Secret Codes in math is the clever ebook Secret Code Math by Tim
Wei. You may already have this book as it is available with the very popular Math Riddle Book.
Secret Code Math uses secret codes to practice addition with 3 and 4 digits,
subtraction with and without regrouping with 2, 3 and 4 digits,
multiplication basic facts and multiplication with 2 and 3 digit numbers,
division with 1 digit and 2 digit quotients,
rounding to 10’s and 100’s
and comparing numbers.
These sheets have a high motivational element as students solve the code, work the
computation and then encode the answer. They make ideal practice sheets and are also great
as a reward for fast finishers in the classroom.
A preview is available so that you can see exactly what is included.

Secret Code Math is available individually at
Secret Code Math
or you can get both the Math Riddle Book and Secret
Code Math HERE.

.
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This Issue’s Printables
Balloon Bump - Addition
A game to practice addition of 3 numbers.

Monster Bump - Doubles
A game for 2 players that practices doubles up to double 12.

Monster Bump – Times 5
A game for 2 players that practices multiplication by 5.

Monster Bump – Times 9
A game for 2 players that practices multiplication by 9.

I Have Who Has… Place Value With 10’s and 1’s
A place value game for the whole class or a large group.

I Have Who Has… Place Value With 100’s
A place value game for the whole class or a large group.

Tigers and Leopards
A strategy game from Thailand.
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9

4
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7

8
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Balloon Bump – Addition
a game for 2 players
Need: 3 dice and 20 markers per player (unifix are ideal) – each player uses a different color
To Play: Players take turns to roll the 3 dice, add the numbers together and cover that large
number in the balloon with one of their markers.
If that number is covered by one of the other player’s markers, you can ‘bump’ that marker off
and put one of your markers on it.
If that number is already covered by one of your markers, you can add another marker on top
and then it is yours and the other player can’t ‘bump’ you off.
The game ends when all numbers have been covered.

The winner is the one who has covered the most numbers with 2 markers.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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Monster Bump – Doubles

24

16

6

24

16

6

12

20

12

20

18

8

4

18

8

4

10

22

14

10

22

14

a game for 2 players
Need: 2 dice and 20 markers per player – each player uses a different color
To Play: Players take turns to roll the 2 dice, add the numbers together and double this
number. They then cover the double with one of their markers covering the large
number in the box.
If that number is already covered by one of the other player’s markers, you can ‘bump’
that marker off and put one of your markers on it.
If that number is covered by one of your markers, you can add another marker on top
and then it is yours. You can only ‘bump’ if there is only one marker on the number.
The game ends when all numbers have been covered.

The winner is the one who has covered the most numbers with 2 markers.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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Monster Bump – Times 5

35

50

60

35

50

60

25

20

25

20

15

10

40

15

10

40

30

55

45

30

55

45

a game for 2 players
Need: 2 dice and 20 markers per player – each player uses a different color
To Play: Players take turns to roll the 2 dice, add the numbers together and multiply this
number by 5. They then cover the answer with one of their markers covering the large
number in the box.
If that number is already covered by one of the other player’s markers, you can ‘bump’
that marker off and put one of your markers on it.
If that number is covered by one of your markers, you can add another marker on top
and then it is yours. You can only ‘bump’ when there is only one marker on the number.
The game ends when all numbers have been covered.

The winner is the one who has covered the most numbers with 2 markers.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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Monster Bump – Times 9

90

81

36

90

81

36

27

99

27

99

72

18

108

72

18

108

63

54

45

63

54

45

a game for 2 players
Need: 2 dice and 20 markers per player – each player uses a different color
To Play: Players take turns to roll the 2 dice, add the numbers together and multiply this
number by 9. They then cover the answer with one of their markers covering the large
number in the box.
If that number is already covered by one of the other player’s markers, you can ‘bump’
that marker off and put one of your markers on it.
If that number is covered by one of your markers, you can add another marker on top
and then it is yours. You can only ‘bump’ when there is only one marker on the number.
The game ends when all numbers have been covered.

The winner is the one who has covered the most numbers with 2 markers.
Let’s Make Math Fun
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I Have… Who Has? Place Value Cards
I Have… Who Has? Place Value
Getting Ready:
Cut out the cards. This is ideally played with a group of 10 or more players.
Give a card to each player. If there are more cards than players, give some
players 2 or more cards.
To Play:
Choose a player to read their card. The player who has a card that has the correct answer
then stands and reads their card. For example, 1 st player reads, ‘I have 45? Who has 3 tens
and 4 ones’? The player who has a card starting with ‘I have 34…’ will read their card next.
Play continues until the first player stands again to read their card.

Let’s Make Math Fun
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I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 45.
Who has 2 tens and 4 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 24.
Who has 4 tens and 9 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 49.
Who has 2 tens and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 26.
Who has 4 tens and 3 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 26.
Who has 1 ten and 3 ones?
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PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 97.
Who has 3 tens and 7 ones?

I have 37.
Who has 2 tens and 6 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 27.
Who has 5 tens and 1 one?

I have 51.
Who has 9 tens and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S
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I have 13.
Who has 4 tens and 7 ones?
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I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 47.
Who has 7 tens and 2 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 72.
Who has 8 tens and 8 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 88.
Who has 2 tens and 1 one?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 79.
Who has 3 tens and 2 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 18.
Who has 7 tens and 9 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 32.
Who has 8 tens and 1 one?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 81.
Who has 3 tens and 5 ones?
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I have 21.
Who has 5 tens and 0 ones?

I have 50.
Who has 1 ten and 8 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S
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I have 35.
Who has 5 tens and 8 ones?
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I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 58.
Who has 6 tens and 0 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 60.
Who has 7 tens and 1 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 71.
Who has 8 tens and 4 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 77.
Who has 9 tens and 1 one?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 91.
Who has 8 tens and 5 ones?
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I have 15.
Who has 6 tens and 7 ones?

I have 67.
Who has 7 tens and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S

I have 84.
Who has 9 tens and 3 ones?

I have 93.
Who has 1 ten and 5 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE 10’S AND 1’S
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I have 85.
Who has 4 tens and 5 ones?
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I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 157.
Who has 8 hundreds, 3 tens
and 9 ones?
I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 839.
Who has 1 hundred, 3 tens
and 4 ones?
I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 134.
Who has 2 hundreds, 8 tens
and 3 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 127.
Who has 7 hundreds, 1 ten
and 3 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 713.
Who has 6 hundreds, 3 tens
and 0 ones?
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PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 416.
Who has 9 hundreds, 1 ten
and 3 ones?

I have 913.
Who has 1 hundred, 2 tens
and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 283.
Who has 3 hundreds, 1 ten
and 9 ones?

I have 319.
Who has 4 hundreds, 1 ten
and 6 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S
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PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 630.
Who has 5 hundreds, 8 tens
and 5 ones?
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I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 585.
Who has 3 hundreds, 0 tens
and 7 ones?
I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 307.
Who has 2 hundreds, 1 ten
and 3 ones?
I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 213.
Who has 8 hundreds, 7 tens
and 2 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 747.
Who has 6 hundreds, 1 ten
and 6 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 616.
Who has 2 hundreds, 6 tens
and 5 ones?
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PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 707.
Who has 5 hundreds, 1 ten
and 4 ones?

I have 514.
Who has 7 hundreds, 4 tens
and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 872.
Who has 9 hundreds, 2 tens
and 9 ones?

I have 929.
Who has 7 hundreds, 0 tens
and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S
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PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 265.
Who has 3 hundreds, 7 tens
and 0 ones?
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I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 370.
Who has 5 hundreds, 9 tens
and 0 ones?
I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 590.
Who has 8 hundreds, 0 tens
and 9 ones?
I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 809.
Who has 6 hundreds, 6 tens
and 1 one?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 427.
Who has 7 hundreds, 2 tens
and 1 one?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

I have 721.
Who has 9 hundreds, 4 tens
and 3 ones?
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PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 117.
Who has 1 hundred, 8 tens
and 0 ones?

I have 180.
Who has 4 hundreds, 2 tens
and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 661.
Who has 4 hundreds, 6 tens
and 1 one?

I have 461.
Who has 1 hundred, 1 ten
and 7 ones?

I HAVE WHO HAS…

PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S
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PLACE VALUE WITH 100’S

I have 943.
Who has 1 hundred, 5 tens
and 7 ones?
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Tigers
and
Leopards
a game from Thailand
also called
‘Len Choa’

a game for 2 players
One player is a tiger and has one Tiger Marker.
The other player is the leopard and has 6 Leopard Markers.
The tiger moves from circle to circle on a turn or jumps over a leopard and removes it.
The leopards move from circle to circle but cannot jump over a tiger or capture it.
The tiger player goes first and places the Tiger Marker at the top of the triangle.
The leopard player goes next and places a Leopard Marker on any circle on the board.
The tiger player now moves from circle to adjoining circle on a turn.
The leopard places a Leopard Marker on the board on each turn until all 6 have been placed.
Players continue to take turns with the tiger moving from circle to circle or jumping over a
leopard and capturing it. The Leopards move one marker to an adjoining circle on each turn.
The Tiger wins if it captures 3 of the Leopards. The Leopard wins if it surrounds the Tiger so
that it can’t move on its turn.
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Markers for Tigers and Leopards Game
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